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C O N C E N T R A T I O N    G R O U P 

 

Mahadev takes initiative, is always ready to learn new things. He 
waits for new topics to be taken up in Math and Project class. So 
he tries to finish the current topic related exercises as early as 
possible.  

At times he is confident but pretends to be confused. He likes 
competitive work and always wants to do the best. When he 
does not get the score best points he gets upset. 

He takes lot of interest in physical activities.  

Mahadev is not greedy 
or materialistic. He  
makes do with bare 
minimum things.  

But he needs to learn 
to arrange his things 
properly and keep 
them neat and clean. 

He is hard-working.  

He says that he likes the 
review tests taken on 
completion of a topic.  
“Through the test we can 
check ourselves, how 
much we have learnt”. So 
he is always ready for 
tests.  

He is good at reading and 
has good comprehension 
skills. 

He never asks for 
clothes, shoes or 
toys but asks for a 
good notebook. 

When he gets that 
his happiness is 
immeasurable. He 
writes in good 
handwriting.  

He draws well. On 14th Nov. 
he sketched a portrait of 
Nehruji and on Mother’s 
birthday he made a picture of 
The Mother.  

But he loses interest and leaves 
his drawing half done when he 
finds it little difficult. 

Mahadev is interested in almost 
all the subjects. He is regular to 
the school.  
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These lines below are Mahadev’s thought ...  

I like to do math, science and computers and 
many other things. I am happy to be a human 
being and nothing else because we can learn 
many things. 

In this year I have developed in computers, 
science and math. I need to be a good human 
and I will read as much as I can. 

ODIA LANGUAGE - Mahadev wants 
individual attention of teachers every time. On 
the other hand his effort in reading, writing and 
participation in activities is lacking.  
Due to this attitude he is not improving as 
required. His reading skill is average. Knowingly 
he does not write well. 

MATH - Mahadev has just finished the level V book. He is a hard working and sincere about doing 
math. 

He is clear about H.C.F, L.C.M., measurements and circle, 4 basic operations, volume and area. 

He took long to understand the time concept but is now confident about time, fractions, decimals, 
and money. His understanding in word problems is still low. He likes to play monopoly and chess. 

 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE - Mahadev knows his 
spellings but many a times goes wrong because 
he is unable to differentiate the sounds.  

He does his grammar work decently well and 
is able to produce interesting stories.  

His pronunciation too is slightly confused but 
during the drama, he learnt the utterances of 
many words and did not get them wrong 
which was crucial as he played the narrator. 

His handwriting needs more work. Is able to 
read and largely comprehend what he is 
reading. He can learn it much faster if he gives 
in more concentration at all times. His writing 
is very interesting when he wants but he is 
slightly inconsistent. 

 

 

 

ODIA LANGUAGE - Except some words and 
letter related with yuktakhar Mansi can read 
independently. Her pronunciation and listening 
skills are okay. She can writes in the notebook 
neatly. 

She is encouraged to develop her self 
confidence. 
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PROJECTS - Extremely sincere and bright. Test, 
quizzes, competition is his drive. When in a bad 
mood his work tends to get sloppy. 

While doing the mountains and oceans topic 
Mahadev faced some problem in understanding 
the geographical and scientific concepts.  

HINDI LANGUAGE - Mahadev is quick 
and reads well. He is very good in taking 
dictation, he scores well. He can write 
on every topic. He also writes stories. He 
is quick to pick up grammar concepts. 
He also retains and responds when asked 
questions. 
 
SANSKRIT LANGUAGE - He reads 
well. He is quick to understand, makes 
sentences well. Whenever he does not 
understand he asks. When asked to 
translate, he does well. He picks up new 
words also quickly. 
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PROJECTS - For mountains, only reading and 
explanations did not work, he understood 
using objects and models. He took interest in 
identifying different types of hills and 
mountains near school.  

To understand about oceans he saw a number 
of pictures of earth and the evaporation of 
molten lava, to understand the concept and 
reproduce it clearly. 

In the deserts topic first we learnt about the 
geography of earth such as poles, 
hemispheres, climate zones, tropics and the 
equator.  

Mahadev has good comprehension skills. 

Whenever he reads a social science or science 
related book, later when given questions, he 
answers correctly.  

He is curious, inquisitive, he made a thorough 
list of questions about deserts, subsequently 
found answers referring to various books in 
the library.  

Whenever he does not understand anything, 
he makes it a point to clarify.  
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GAMES AND SPORTS - Mahadev is very 
good in Basketball, dribbling and running 
around well, with a good shooting prowess. 
However, he tends to play a little solo, 
forgetting it’s a team game and gets moody 
when he doesn’t get the ball.  

He has good potential in Football, as a 
defender or a striker and is also quick. Little 
more attention there and can be much 
better.  

He is learning 
Volleyball well. He 
gives a clean lift over 
the net.  

On Sport's Day he 
participated in 
Acrobatics, Football, 
Circus and Skating. 

In Acrobatics he 
showcased very good 
hand stands.  

 


